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1. Introduction: relativistic field theories
Currents are in direct relation with the algebras of transformations acting on fields and on
the action. For on-shell fields, currents verify a conservation equation giving their divergence in
terms of the variation of the Lagrangian L under the associated field and coordinate variations.
For exact symmetries, currents are then conserved, but significant information also arises from
variations which are not symmetries, if the lagrangian variation is understood. Familiar examples
are chiral and scale transformations which could be classical symmetries of massless field theories
but are violated by calculable quantum anomalies.
Relativistic field theories have Poincaré symmetry. Fields transform linearly in a representa-
tion characterized by generators
Pµ =−i∂ µ (translations), Mµν = Σµν + i xµ∂ ν − i xν∂ µ (Lorentz), (1.1)
verifying the Poincaré algebra
[Mµν ,Mρσ ] = −i(ηµρMνσ +ηνσMµρ −ηµσMνρ −ηνρMµσ ) ,
[Mµν ,Pρ ] = −i(ηµρPν −ηνρPµ) , [Pµ ,Pν ] = 0.
(1.2)
Hence, the Poincaré properties of fields are encoded in the choice of Lorentz generators Σµν . There
are ten conserved currents: four translation currents assembled in the in general non-symmetric
energy-momentum tensor tµν , ∂ µtµν = 0 and six Lorentz currents jµ,νρ = − jµ,ρν , ∂ µ jµ,νρ = 0.
But Lorentz symmetry can be used to eliminate the six antisymmetric components of the energy-
momentum tensor, to obtain the symmetric Belinfante tensor Tµν . Lorentz currents read then
jρ,µν =−xµTρν + xνTρµ (1.3)
and the generators Σµν only appear in the construction of Tµν . If the theory is coupled with diffeo-
morphism invariance to a background metric gµν or to a vierbein eaµ , the Belinfante tensor is also
obtained as
Tµν =
2
e
∂L
∂gµν
=
1
2e
[
∂L
∂eµa
eνa+
∂L
∂eνa
eµa
]
. (1.4)
There are two relevant extensions of Poincaré space-time symmetry: firstly scale transforma-
tions (or dilatations) of fields and coordinates with algebra
[Mµν ,D] = 0, [D,Pµ ] = iPµ . (1.5)
The second relation indicates that we count scale dimensions in energy units (Pµ has scale dimen-
sion +1). Variations are
δxµ =−λxµ , δφ = iλDφ , D =−i xµ∂µ − iD . (1.6)
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They are defined by assigning scale dimensions in matrix D (or its eigenvalues w) to fields or
operators. The scale or dilatation current depends on these scale dimensions:
jDµ = Vµ + x
νTµν , (1.7)
in terms of the Belinfante energy-momentum tensor, with virial current
Vµ =
∂L
∂∂ρΦ
(ηµρDΦ+ iΣρµΦ). (1.8)
Once Lorentz generators Σµν and scale dimensionsD have been assigned to fields, conformal boost
variations with generators
Kµ =−i(2xµxν −ηµνx2)∂ν −2ixµD−2Σµνxν (1.9)
follow. The conformal algebra SO(2,4)∼ SU(2,2) is completed by
[Mµν ,Kρ ] = −i(ηµρKν −ηνρKµ) , [Kµ ,Kν ] = 0,
[Pµ ,Kν ] = −2i(ηµνD+Mµν), [D,Kµ ] = −iKµ .
(1.10)
Since the four currents of conformal boosts (or special conformal transformations) can be expressed
as
Kµρ = 2xµ jDρ − x2 Tρ µ , (1.11)
the conservation equations for the dilatation and conformal currents are
∂ µ jDµ = ∂
µVµ +T µµ , ∂ ρK
µ
ρ = 2xµ∂ ρ jDρ +2V
µ . (1.12)
In the second equation, Vµ is the virial current (1.8) associated with the Belinfante energy-momen-
tum tensor Tµν .
Invariance under special conformal transformations generated by (1.9) requires scale invari-
ance. This follows already from the third commutator (1.10). Scale invariance implies full confor-
mal symmetry if the virial current is a derivative, Vµ = ∂ νσµν [1, 2, 3, 4]. In this case, one can
replace the currents Kµρ by
K̂µρ = K
µ
ρ −2σ µρ with ∂ ρ K̂µρ = 2xµ ∂ ρ jDρ . (1.13)
Or one can improve the Belinfante energy-momentum tensor to the Callan-Coleman-Jackiw (CCJ)
tensor Θµν , to eliminate the virial current and obtain
jDµ = x
νΘµν , ∂ ρK
µ
ρ = 2xµΘρρ . (1.14)
Tracelessness of the CCJ tensor implies then conformal symmetry. In general, the first equation
(1.14) defines the CCJ energy-momentum tensor. It exists if Vµ = ∂ νσµν . The violation or con-
servation of scale symmetry is measured by the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in this case
only.
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2. Supersymmetric field theories
Supersymmetry1 extends the Poincaré algebra with spin 1/2 generators Qα and Qα˙ = Q
†
α :
[Mµν ,Qα ] = − i4 ([σµ ,σν ]Q)α , [Pµ ,Qα ] = 0,
{Qα ,Qα˙} = 2σ µαα˙Pµ , {Qα ,Qβ} = 0.
(2.1)
The corresponding conserved supercurrent Sµα , ∂ µSµα = 0 has 16F − 4F = 12F operator com-
ponents. Since currents are themselves local fields, they transform under Poincaré (Tµν is a two-
tensor, Sµα is a spinor-vector) and also under supersymmetry. It is natural to expect that currents
assemble in supermultiplets, requiring however an equal number of bosonic and fermionic compo-
nents. This cannot be achieved with the 6B components of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor
characterizing Poincaré symmetry.
Supermultiplets of N = 1 Poincaré supersymmetry are also representations of the supercon-
formalN = 1 superalgebra SU(2,2|1), with bosonic sector SU(2,2)×U(1)R ∼ SO(2,4)×U(1)R.
One simply needs to assign a scale dimension w (as in the conformal case) and a U(1)R charge q
to each component field in the theory to fully define the superconformal variations. Normalizing
U(1)R with2
[R,Qα ] =−32 iQα , [R,Qα˙ ] =
3
2
iQα˙ , (2.2)
there are three simple rules: a chiral superfield has w = q, a real linear superfield3 has w = 2,
q = 0 and of course a real superfield has q = 0. It follows that the chiral superfield of gauge field
strengths Wα has R–charge q = 3/2. Notice that U(1)R charge assignments can always be applied
in Poincaré supersymmetry since chiral multiplet scalars live on a Kähler manifold. But U(1)R is
not a symmetry in general, and it is not uniquely defined.
The structure of currents is as follows. Firstly, conformal invariance can be summarized in
the existence of a conserved, symmetric, traceless (CCJ) energy-momentum tensor Θµν with 5B
fields. Secondly, U(1)R symmetry implies the existence of a conserved currentJµ with 3B fields.
Thirdly, SU(2,2|1) has eight supersymmetry generators. The supplementary (with respect to the
Poincaré case) special supersymmetry allows to remove the “γ–trace" of the supercurrent Sµα :
(σµSµ)α˙ = 0, and 8F fields remain in the supercurrent.4 Hence, the energy-momentum tensor, the
R–current and the supercurrent include a total of 8B+8F operators.
In 1975, Ferrara and Zumino [5] showed that in conformal Wess-Zumino and in super-Yang-
Mills (classical) theories, the currents Θµν and Sµα belong to a supermultiplet with an appropriate
1We consider hereN = 1 supersymmetry only.
2Another convention exists in the literature, with 3/2 replaced by 1.
3See below.
4This is somewhat similar to Lorentz symmetry, used to symmetrize the energy-momentum tensor.
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Poincaré: 6B+12F ∂ µTµν = ∂ µSµα = 0 Tµν = Tνµ
Conformal: 8B+8F ∂ µΘµν = ∂ µSµα = ∂ µJµ = 0 Θµν =Θνµ
Θµµ = (σµSµ)α˙ = 0
Table 1: Current structure ofN = 1 theories
R–symmetry currentJµ . The supermultiplet is cast in the real superfield
Jµ = (σµ)α˙α Jαα˙ , Jαα˙ =
1
2
(σ µ)αα˙ Jµ (2.3)
submitted for on-shell fields to the supercurrent superfield equation
Dα˙Jαα˙ = 0 (2.4)
which includes all conservation laws and trace conditions. They also showed that breaking confor-
mal symmetry with superpotential terms in the Wess-Zumino model introduces a specific source
term in the superfield equation, Dα˙Jαα˙ = ∆α , generates values for Θµµ , ∂ µJµ , (σ µSµ)α˙ and also
adds 4B+4F fields in the supercurrent superfield structure, to obtain 12B+12F fields.5
In the superconformal case, the assignments of R–charges and scale dimensions are con-
strained by superconformal symmetry. In contrast, in Poincaré supersymmetry, these numbers are
mostly arbitrary if no choice leads to scale or R invariance. The R and dilatation currents depend
on these numbers and, since their supersymmetry partners Tµν and Sµα do not depend on q or w,
the corresponding supermultiplet of currents will include a U(1)R current with specific R–charges.
3. Supercurrent structures
This section discusses the supercurrent superfields and equations relevant for arbitrary two-
derivativeN = 1 lagrangian field theories, following refs. [6, 7] and also borrowing several results
from ref. [8].
3.1 The supercurrent superfield equation
As originally shown by Ferrara and Zumino [5], the conserved supercurrent ∂ µSµα = 0 can be
embedded in a real Lorentz vector superfield Jαα˙ submitted to a differential superfield supercurrent
equation when fields solve field equations. At this point, Jαα˙ includes 32B + 32F components,
or 8B + 8F currents. One needs to impose a superfield differential equation to impose current
5As in the off-shell supermultiplet of minimalN = 1 supergravity.
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conservation and reduce the number of components. The supercurrent equation is actually of the
form6
Dα˙ Jαα˙ = ∆α , Dα Jαα˙ =−∆α˙ , (3.1)
which implies
DD∆α = 0 , Dα∆α +Dα˙∆
α˙
=−2i∂ µJµ . (3.2)
The complex linear spinor superfield ∆α is the source of the non-conservation of (some of) the
currents in Jµ . But ∆α is not an arbitrary linear superfield: it should be such that Jµ submitted to
the supercurrent equation (3.1) includes the conserved energy-momentum tensor and supercurrent
required by super-Poincaré invariance of the theory.
For all supersymmetric field theories considered here, the source or anomaly superfield ∆α
verifying this condition is of the form7
∆α = DαX +χα , ∆α˙ =−Dα˙X +χ α˙ , Dα˙X = 0 ,
χα =−14 DDDα U, χ α˙ = 14 DDDα˙ U, U =U†,
(3.3)
which is certainly linear, DD∆α = 0. Then,
{Dα ,Dα˙}Jαα˙ = Dα∆α +Dα˙∆α˙ = DDX−DDX , (3.4)
since χα , which has the same structure as the Maxwell field strength superfieldWα , verifies Bianchi
identity Dαχα =−Dα˙χ α˙ . Hence, χα does not contribute to ∂ µJµ .
In total, superfields Jαα˙ , X and χα include 40B + 40F real (or hermitian) components. Since
the supercurrent superfield equation is complex linear, it imposes 2× (12B + 12F) conditions on
the 40B+40F components to leave a solution expressed in terms of 16B+16F fields.
For a given supersymmetric lagrangian, one can derive superfields Jαα˙ , X and χα (or U) veri-
fying the supercurrent equation (3.1). These superfields are not unique, there exists supersymmetric
improvement transformations acting on the conserved currents Tµν and Sµα and transforming all
other components of the superfields. We use the terminology supercurrent structure for each triplet
of superfields Jαα˙ , X and χα submitted to the supercurrent equation D
α˙Jαα˙ = DαX +χα .
The supercurrent equation (3.1) holds for solutions of the field equations only. This is simi-
lar to Noether currents associated with continuous symmetries: their expression follows from the
lagrangian (they can be expressed in terms of off-shell fields) but their conservation holds for solu-
tions of the field equations.
6The conjugate of Dα˙Jαα˙ is −DαJαα˙ .
7These sources in the supercurrent equation are not the most general allowing conserved energy-momentum tensor
and supercurrent. See also refs. [9, 10, 11]. For a long time, the literature propagated an unfortunate claim that the
coexistence of χα and X is forbidden. The ban has been removed by Komargodski and Seiberg [8].
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3.2 Component expansion
To display the content of the supercurrent equation
Dα˙ Jαα˙ = DαX +χα , Dα˙X = 0, χα =−14DDDα U, (3.5)
its component form is needed. We use the following expansion of the chiral superfields X and χα :
X(y,θ) = x+
√
2θψX −θθ fX ,
χα(y,θ) = −iλα +θα D+ i2(θσµσν)αFµν −θθ (σµ∂µλ )α
(3.6)
in chiral coordinates or
X = x+
√
2θψX −θθ fX − iθσµ θ¯ ∂µx− i√2θθθ¯ σ¯µ∂µψX −
1
4θθθθx,
χα = −iλα +θα D+ i2(θσ µσν)αFµν −θσµ θ¯ ∂µλα −θθ(σµ∂µλ )α
−12θθ(σ µ θ¯)α(∂ νFνµ − i∂µD)+ i4θθθθλα
(3.7)
in ordinary coordinates (x,θ ,θ). For the real superfield U , the last eq. (3.5) implies
U = θσµθUµ + iθθθλ + iθθθλ +
1
2
θθθθ D+ . . . (3.8)
where the dots denote components of U absent from χα and Fµν = ∂µUν −∂νUµ .
With these component expansions, the resulting supercurrent superfield is8
Jµ(x,θ ,θ) = 83 jµ(x)+θ(Sµ +2
√
2σµψX)+θ(Sµ −2
√
2σµψX)
−2iθθ ∂µx+2iθθ ∂µx
+θσνθ
(
8Tµν −4ηµν Re fX − 12εµνρσ (
8
3
∂ ρ jσ −Fρσ )
)
− i
2
θθθ(∂νSµσν +2
√
2σµσν∂νψX)
+
i
2
θθθ(σν∂νSµ +2
√
2σµσν∂νψX)
−2
3
θθθθ
(
2∂µ∂ ν jν − jµ
)
(3.9)
with Tµν = Tνµ . This expression solves the supercurrent equation (3.5) if Tµν and Sµ are conserved,
∂ µTµν = 0, ∂ µSµ = 0. (3.10)
Hence, Tµν and Sµ will be (proportional to) the conserved energy-momentum tensor and the super-
current. In addition, the supercurrent equation (3.5) implies the following conditions:
4T µµ = D+6Re fX , ∂ µ jµ =−32 Im fX ,
(σ µSµ)α = 6
√
2ψX α +2iλα .
(3.11)
8In the expansion, the normalizations of jµ and Tµν have been selected to correspond to well-defined currents, see
below. This has not been done for the supercurrent Sµα which is not explicitly used here. This expansion, originally
given in ref. [8] with slightly different conventions, is not unique, see conditions (3.11).
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The first condition indicates that both superfields X and χα are sources for the trace of the energy-
momentum tensor. Its precise significance depends on the specific energy-momentum tensor in-
cluded in Jµ : since the energy-momentum tensor Tµν is defined up to improvements, the relation
between the trace T µµ and scale invariance or violation in the theory depends on the choice of Tµν .
The second condition (3.11) indicates that X only induces the nonconservation of jµ , which is re-
lated in general to a R transformation acting in the theory. The third condition controls the violation
of conformal supersymmetry. Hence, the presence of the source χα breaks the correlation between
T µµ and ∂ µ jµ .
The scale dimensions of the component fields are:
3 : Jαα˙ , X ; jµ , x , Uµ ;
7/2 : χα ; Sµα , ψXα , λα ;
4 : Tµν , fX , D , Fµν .
(3.12)
To see for instance how the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor follows from the
supercurrent equation, write
Jµ = 83 jµ +8θσ
νθ tµν +θθθθ dµ + . . .
tµν = Tµν +ηµν t+ τµν , Tµν = Tνµ , τµν =−τνµ .
The θα component of the supercurrent equation, after separation of the symmetric and antisym-
metric parts
θ{σµ ,σν}α = 2ηµν θα , θ [σµ ,σν ]α ,
and of real and imaginary parts, provides three equations:9
T µµ = −4t+ 14 D− 12 Re fX ,
∂ µ jµ = −32 Im fX ,
εµνρστρσ = 13(∂µ jν −∂ν jµ)− 14 Fµν .
The (complex) θθθ α˙ component gives two (real) equations:
dµ = ∂µ Im fX −2εµνρσ∂ ντρσ − 12∂ νFµν ,
∂ νTµν = 12 ∂µ(2t+T
ν
ν − 14 D− 12 Re fX) .
Since then ∂ νTµν =−∂µ(t+ 12 Re fX), Tµν is conserved if one defines
t =−1
2
Re fX .
9The real (or imaginary) antisymmetric part is removed using
[σµ ,σν ] =
i
2
εµνρσ [σρ ,σσ ].
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The five equations provide then the conservation of Tµν , the expressions of components τµν and dµ
of Jµ , and the two bosonic constraints (3.11).
The supercurrent superfield Jµ includes a conserved symmetric energy-momentum tensor Tµν
(10B−4B = 6B), the conserved supercurrent Sµ (4× (4−1)F = 12F ) and a vector current jµ which
is not in general conserved (4B). Since conditions (3.11) eliminate 2B +4F , the source superfields
X and χα add 6B+4F fields, for a total of 16B+16F fields, as earlier mentioned.
Some remarks are in order. Firstly, notice that the components of the anomaly superfields X
and χα appear in Jµ . Hence, the symmetric part of the θσνθ component of Jµ can only be iden-
tified with an energy-momentum tensor of the theory after subtraction of an anomaly contribution
generated by Re fX , or by D, or by both, since we may as well use the first eq. (3.11) to modify the
component expansion (3.9).
Secondly, even if, for a given theory, one expects to find expressions for Jαα˙ , X and χα in terms
of superfields, i.e. in terms of off-shell fields, equations (3.9)–(3.11) only hold for on-shell fields.
The interpretation of the components of Jµ in terms of currents may require the field equations.
This is in particular true for the auxiliary field contributions.
3.3 Superfield improvement transformation
The identity
2Dα˙ [Dα ,Dα˙ ]G = Dα DDG +3DDDα G , (3.13)
which holds for any superfield G , is clearly a solution of the supercurrent superfield equation (3.5)
with Jαα˙ = 2 [Dα ,Dα˙ ]G , X = DDG and χα = 3DDDα G (with G real). Hence, given superfields
Jαα˙ , X and χα verifying the supercurrent equation, the transformation
Jαα˙ −→ J˜αα˙ = Jαα˙ +2 [Dα ,Dα˙ ]G ,
X −→ X˜ = X +DDG ,
χα −→ χ˜α = χα +3DDDα G ,
(3.14)
is an ambiguity in the realization of the supercurrent superfield. The transformation necessarily
involves improvement terms for Tµν and Sαµ : the transformed supercurrent superfield verifies again
equation (3.5) and identity (3.13) holds without using any field equation. The transformed energy-
momentum tensor and supercurrent are then conserved and the modifications are improvements.
On the other hand, the lowest component jµ and the trace T µµ , in particular, are non-trivially
transformed.
Hence, each theory admits in principle a (continuous) family of supercurrent structures. Notice
that if G is linear (DDG = 0), X˜ = X . Similarly, if G =Ψ+Ψ, Dα˙Ψ= 0, then χ˜α = χα . But the
9
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use of transformations (3.14) may face various obstructions if conditions like gauge invariance or
global definition are imposed on the supercurrent structure Jαα˙ , X , χα .10
If the real superfield G of the transformation (3.14) has the expansion
G = Cg+ iθχg− iθ¯ χ¯g+θσ µ θ¯vgµ + i2θθ(Mg+ iNg)− i2θθ(Mg− iNg)
+iθθθ¯(λ¯g+ i2∂µχgσ
µ)− iθθθ(λg− i2σµ∂µ χ¯g)+ 12θθθθ(Dg− 12Cg),
(3.15)
then the components of the transformed superfields J˜µ , X˜ and χ˜α read
j˜µ = jµ −3vgµ , S˜µ = Sµ +8σ[µ σ¯ν ]∂ νχg,
ψ˜X = ψX +2
√
2iλg+2
√
2σµ∂µχg, x˜ = x+2i(Mg− iNg),
T˜µν = Tµν +(∂µ∂ν −ηµν)Cg, f˜X = fX +2Dg−2Cg+2i∂µvµg ,
F˜µν = Fµν −24∂[µvgν ], λ˜ = λ −12λg,
D˜ = D−12Dg,
(3.16)
using the expansions (3.6) and (3.9) of Jµ , X and χα . As expected, the transformations of the
energy-momentum tensor Tµν and of the supercurrent Sµ are improvements.
For a given theory, each supercurrent structure is characterized either by the lowest component
jµ of Jαα˙ , which is a U(1)R current, or by the type of energy-momentum tensor it contains.
3.4 Reductions, coupling to supergavity
There are three simple reductions of the supercurrent structure with superfields Jαα˙ , X and χα .
Firstly, the Ferrara-Zumino (FZ) structure [5] with 12B+12F component fields (or operators):
FZ structure: χα = 0, D
α˙Jαα˙ = DαX 6= 0. (3.17)
Since X 6= 0, the U(1)R current jµ is not conserved and the trace of the energy-momentum tensor
in Jαα˙ is correlated by supersymmetry with ∂ µ jµ , see eqs. (3.11). Since χα = −14 DDDαU in a
generic supercurrent stucture, it can be in principle eliminated using the superfield improvement
transformation (3.14) with G = 112U , to obtain a FZ structure. Problems could arise if for instance U
would not respect symmetries of the underlying theory. The simplest example would be a symmetry
acting on U with δU =F +F , where F is a chiral function (leaving χα unchanged).11 The FZ
structure is not unique: it is preserved by improvement transformations (3.14) with G = Ψ+Ψ,
Dα˙Ψ= 0.
10Although these superfields are not strictly speaking physical quantities. These conditions have been discussed in
ref. [8] for some specific theories. See also ref. [6].
11Theories with Fayet-Iliopoulos terms are not problematic [6].
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Secondly, the R–invariant structure with 12B+12F component fields or operators:
R–invariant structure: X = 0, Dα˙Jαα˙ = χα 6= 0. (3.18)
Since X = 0, the supercurrent superfield Jαα˙ includes the current jµ of an exact R–symmetry in
its lowest component and the traces T µµ and (σ µSµ)α˙ are not zero in general. This structure
can be obtained whenever X = DDU for some real superfield U . In this case Im fX is itself the
divergence of a vector field Vµ (off-shell)12 and ∂ µ( jµ −Vµ) = 0. The source superfield X can
then be eliminated by the superfield improvement (3.14) with G =−U . The transformed Jαα˙ has
lowest component jµ −Vµ . An obstruction can exist if U is not invariant under symmetries of
the underlying symmetry. The R–invariant structure is preserved by improvement transformations
(3.14) with G real linear (DDG = 0).
Thirdly, the superconformal structure with 8B+8F component fields or operators:
Superconformal structure: X = χα = 0, D
α˙Jαα˙ = 0. (3.19)
It can be obtained whenever the source superfields in a generic structure are generated by a single
real superfield G : X =DDG and χα = 3DDDαG . A superfield improvement (3.14) leads then to a
superconformal structure with X = χα = 0. In this case, the theory admits a conserved, symmetric
and traceless symmetric energy-momentum tensor: it is conformal. In addition, it has an exact
R–symmetry and a conserved supercurrent Sµα with zero γ-trace, (σ µSµ)α˙ = 0: the theory is
superconformal. If the supersymmetric theory is coupled to conformal N = 1 supergravity, the
conserved currents jµ , Tµν and Sµα (8B+8F ) couple to gauge fields of the superconformal algebra
Tµν ←→ gµν , Sµα ←→ ψµα , jµ ←→ Aµ , (3.20)
where ψµα is the gravitino and Aµ the U(1)R gauge field.
A theory with a FZ or a R–invariant supercurrent structure is not superconformal. It couples
to Poincaré supergravity which can be obtained by gauge-fixing a superconformal theory, using
various sets of compensating fields: this procedure leads to various formulations of Poincaré su-
pergravity characterized by their auxiliary field content [12, 13, 14].
The chiral source multiplet X of the FZ structure corresponds to the chiral compensating mul-
tiplet S0 (with nonzero Weyl weight, usually w = 1 and R–charge q = w) used in old minimal
supergravity [15], with 12B+12F component fields in the off-shell Poincaré supergravity multiplet
(and auxiliary fields Aµ , with 4B fields, and a complex scalar (2B) f0).
The source supermultiplet χα of the R–invariant structure naturally couples to the real linear
compensating multiplet L0 (w = 2) used in new minimal supergravity [16], with 12B + 12F fields
12The condition that a vector field Vµ exists with Im fX = ∂ µVµ is equivalent to the existence condition of U , with
X = DDU .
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in the off-shell Poincaré supermultiplet. The auxiliary fields are an antisymmetric tensor Bµν with
gauge invariance (3B) and the gauge field Aµ (3B).
The generic structure with X 6= 0 6= χα and 16B + 16F components couples finally to a con-
formal supergravity with both chiral and linear supermultiplets with nonzero Weyl weight. These
multiplets provide the compensating fields for Poincaré gauge-fixing, supergravity auxiliary fields
and 4B+4F propagating fields of the globally supersymmetric theory.
4. Supercurrent structures of supersymmetric
gauge theories
In general, the construction of currents and of their (non-)conservation equations begins with
an identity which, in essence, does not carry information. It acquires significance when field equa-
tions of a given theory are applied. In the following, we apply this method to derive supercurrent
structures of generic (two-derivative)N = 1 supersymmetric theories.13
4.1 Identities
This subsection is purely technical. We use the following superfields:
• A set of chiral superfieldsΦ, Dα˙Φ= 0 and their conjugate antichiral superfieldsΦ, DαΦ= 0.
These fields are in a representation r, in general reducible, of the gauge group.14
• Gauge superfields: the real superfield of gauge fields A and the chiral superfield of gauge
curvatures (field strengths)15
Wα(A ) =−14DDe
−ADαeA , W α˙ =
1
4
DDeADα˙e−A . (4.1)
They are Lie algebra-valued, with A = A aT ar and generators T
a
r for representation r, nor-
malized with Tr(T ar T
b
r ) = T (r)δ ab. We will also use the real Chern-Simons superfield Ω
defined by
DDΩ= T˜rW W , DDΩ= T˜rW W , (4.2)
using the notation
T˜rW W = T (r)−1 TrW W .
13This section mostly follows refs. [6, 7].
14Component fields: complex scalars z, Weyl spinors ψ , complex auxiliary scalars f .
15Component fields in Wess-Zumino gauge: gauge fields Aµ with field strengths Fµν , gauginos λ , real auxiliary
scalars D.
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The gauge variation of Ω is linear, DDδΩ = DDδΩ = 0. Closed expressions for Ω are
easily obtained in the abelian case:
Ω = −1
4
[
W αDαA +Dα˙ [AW
α˙
]
]
=−1
4
[
W α˙D
α˙
A +Dα [AWα ]
]
= −1
4
[
W αDαA +W α˙D
α˙
A +
1
2
A [DαWα +Dα˙W
α˙
]
]
.
(4.3)
The first two expresssions manifestly verify one of the two conditions (4.2), the third ex-
pression is manifestly hermitian, the equalities follow from the abelian Bianchi identity
DαWα = Dα˙W
α˙
. The non-abelian Ω is much more subtle [17].
• A linear superfield L, 16 which will be used as the gauge coupling superfield. It is real with
DDL = DDL = 0, hence the terminology linear. It will be coupled to the Chern-Simons
superfield to form the gauge-invariant and real
Lˆ = L−2Ω (4.4)
with the postulate that the gauge variations of L and Ω cancel in Lˆ: δL = 2δΩ.17
The first identity applies to an arbitrary real functionH of the gauge-invariant superfields Lˆ and
Y =ΦeAΦ. (4.5)
By direct calculation of, for instance, DDDα(H − LˆHL), one obtains18
Id 1: 2Dα˙
[
(D α˙Φ)HΦΦ(DαΦ)−HLL(Dα˙ Lˆ)(Dα Lˆ)
]
=−LˆDDDαHL− (DDHΦ)DαΦ−DDDα(H − LˆHL)
−2T˜rW W DαHL−4HY ΦeAWαΦ,
(4.6)
where subscripts indicate derivatives ofH with respect to either Φ, Φ, Lˆ or Y . Gauge transforma-
tions are
Φ −→ eΛΦ, Φ −→ ΦeΛ, eA −→ e−ΛeA e−Λ,
Wα −→ eΛWαe−Λ, W α˙ −→ e−ΛW α˙eΛ,
(4.7)
with Λ= ΛaT ar and Dα˙Λ= 0. Gauge-covariant superspace derivatives read
DαΦ= e−A (DαeAΦ), D α˙Φ= (Dα˙ΦeA )e−A (4.8)
16Component fields: real scalar C, antisymmetric tensor Bµν in the gauge-invariant curl Hµνρ = 3∂[µBνρ], spinor χ .
17If the gauge group has several simple or U(1) factors, we could introduce one Chern-Simons superfield Ωi and one
linear superfield Li for each factor, or define a gauge-invariant Lˆ = L−2∑i ciΩi.
18In general, the gauge invariant functionH can depend on variables Yi if the representation of the chiral superfields
is reducible, r = ⊕iri. This generalization is straightforward. It may also depend on other gauge invariant quantities,
such as holomorphic invariants, which we do not consider here.
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and
(D α˙Φ)eA (DαΦ) = (Dα˙ΦeA )e−A (DαeAΦ)
is gauge invariant. Removing the linear superfield withHL = 0 leads to
2Dα˙
[
(D α˙Φ)KΦΦ(DαΦ)
]
=−DDDαK−4KΦWαΦ− (DDKΦ)(DαΦ). (4.9)
for an arbitrary functionK (Φ,ΦeA ). Gauge invariance readsKΦT ar Φ= ΦT ar KΦ for all genera-
tors.
We also need identities for gauge superfields. The tool is the non-abelian Bianchi identity:
e−ADα(eAWαe−A )eA = Dα˙(e−AW
α˙
eA ). (4.10)
Multiplying (left) by Wα and taking the trace gives
Id 2: Dα˙ T˜r[Wα e−AW α˙eA ] = T˜r[eAWαe−ADβ (eAWβ e−A )]. (4.11)
Then, for an arbitrary (gauge-invariant) holomorphic function F(Φ),
Id 3: Dα˙
[
(F +F)T˜r[Wα e−AW α˙eA ]
]
= (F +F) T˜r[eAWαe−ADβ (eAWβ e−A )]
+(Dα˙F)T˜r[Wα e−AW α˙eA ].
(4.12)
For given superspace lagrangians and the corresponding superfield dynamical equations, these
identities “automatically" produce supercurrent structures.
4.2 The natural supercurrent structure
Let us consider theory
L =
∫
d2θd2θH (Lˆ,Y )+
∫
d2θW (Φ)+
∫
d2θW (Φ). (4.13)
Gauge invariance of the holomorphic superpotential W (Φ), i.e. WΦi(T ar )i jΦ j = 0, implies WΦDαΦ
= DαW . The H term in the lagrangian has in general several chiral symmetries. In particular,
sinceH satisfies
HΦΦ=ΦHΦ =HYY, (4.14)
it is always invariant under the non-R U(1) symmetry rotating all chiral superfields Φ by the same
phase.19 Its chiral symmetries also include the R symmetry (that we call R˜) which transforms
Grassmann coordinates and leaves superfields Lˆ andΦ inert. These chiral symmetries are in general
broken by the superpotential.
19If the representation of the matter superfields is reducible, each irreducible component has an associated U(1)
global symmetry. It extends to U(n) factors if the matter superfields include n copies of an irreducible component.
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The component expansion of theory (4.13) is20
L = −12HCC
[
1
2(∂µC)(∂
µC)+ 112 HµνρH
νµρ
]
+Hzz
[
(Dµz)(Dµz)+ f f
]
+HC
[
−14 T˜rFµνFµν + 12 T˜rDD
]
+ 12HzDz−Wz f − fW z
+ i12εµνρσH
µνρ
[
HCzDσ z−HCzDσ z
]
+ fermion terms ,
(4.15)
with covariant derivative (Dµz)i = ∂µzi+ i2 A
a
µ(T
a
r )
i
jz j and with
Hµνρ = hµνρ −ωµνρ , (4.16)
in terms of the Chern–Simons form ω with normalization such that dH = −T˜rF ∧F . The kinetic
metrics are thenHzz,−12HCC andHC for the components of superfields Φ, L andWα respectively.
The field equations for theory (4.13) are21
L : DDDαHL = 0,
Φ : DDHΦ = 4WΦ,
A : Dα˙
[
HL e−AW α˙eA
]
= W α DαHL−T (r)HY ΦΦeA ,
(4.17)
with index Tr(T ar T
b
r ) = T (r)δ ab. To derive the field equation for the gauge superfield A , it is
indeed easier to use the dual chiral version of the theory,22
L =
∫
d2θd2θK (S+S,Y )
+
∫
d2θ
[
W (Φ)+ 14 S T˜rW W
]
+
∫
d2θ
[
W (Φ)+ 14 S T˜rW W
]
,
(4.18)
whereK is the Legendre transform ofH , and to transform the resulting field equation back into
the linear version. Variation of eq. (4.18) and use of the Bianchi identity (4.10) gives then the field
equation
Dα˙
[
(S+S)e−AW α˙eA
]
= Dα(S+S)Wα −2T (r)KY ΦΦeA . (4.19)
Multiplying by Wβ and taking the trace gives
Dα˙
[
(S+S)Tr(Wβ e
−AW α˙eA )
]
=
1
2
Dβ (S+S) TrW W +2T (r)KY ΦeAWβΦ. (4.20)
The Legendre transformation indicates then thatKY =HY and S+S= 2HL, which in turn implies
the field equation (4.17) for A and the relation
Dα˙
[
HL Tr(Wβ e
−AW α˙eA )
]
=
1
2
DβHL TrW W +T (r)HY ΦeAWβΦ. (4.21)
20Gauge invariance ofH impliesHzDz = zDHz.
21We use the convention W α˙ = 14 DDe
A Dα˙e−A , with W α˙ =−(Wα )†.
22To avoid dealing with the complicated non-Abelian Chern-Simons superfield [17].
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With field equations (4.17) and relation (4.21), identity (4.6) immediately leads to the supercurrent
structure
Dα˙Jαα˙ = DαX +χα ,
Jαα˙ = −2
[
(D α˙Φ)HΦΦ(DαΦ)−HLL(Dα˙ Lˆ)(Dα Lˆ)+2HLT˜r(Wαe−AW α˙eA )
]
,
X = 4W,
χα = DDDα(H − LˆHL).
(4.22)
This supercurrent structure can be considered as natural for theory (4.13). It actually also applies
ifH is simply a gauge-invariant function of Lˆ, Φ and ΦeA , instead of a function of Lˆ and Y .
Using expansion (3.9) of the superfield Jµ = (σµ)α˙αJαα˙ and also
Lˆ =C+ iθχ− iθχ+ . . . , Φ= z+
√
2θψ−θθ f + . . . , Wα =−iλα + . . . ,
the lowest component of the supercurrent superfield (4.22) is
jR˜µ ≡
3
8
(σµ)α˙αJαα˙
∣∣
θ=0 =−
3
2
Hzzψσµψ+
3
4
HCC χσµχ+
3
2
HC T˜rλσµλ . (4.23)
It is the Noether current of R˜–transformations with chiral charges −3/2, −3/2 and 3/2 for χ , ψ
and λ respectively. The chiral charges of superfields Φ, L and Wα for this U(1)R˜ are then q = 0,
0, 3/2 in this supercurrent structure and U(1)R˜ only acts on the Grassmann coordinates.
23 It is an
automatic symmetry of D–term lagrangians and, according to the second eq. (3.11), the R˜ current
is conserved if the superpotential vanishes, ∂ µ jR˜µ =−32 Im fX .
The supercurrent superfield Jαα˙ of eqs. (4.22) also contains the Belinfante (symmetric, gauge-
invariant) energy-momentum tensor Tµν for theory (4.13). Omitting fermions and gauge fields, its
expression is
Tµν = −12HCC(∂µC)(∂νC)− 14HCChµρσhνρσ +Hzz[(∂µz)(∂νz)+(∂νz)(∂µz)]
−ηµν
(
−14HCC(∂ρC)(∂ ρC)− 124HCChρσλhρσλ +Hzz[(∂ρz)(∂ ρz)+ f f ]
)
+12ηµνHCT˜r(D
2)+ 12ηµν Re fX ,
(4.24)
with auxiliary fields24
fX = 4Wz f , fHzz =Wz, Da =−12H
−1
C HzT
a
r z =−
1
2
H −1C HY zT
a
r z.
23The charge q = 3/2 of Wα is due to the derivatives in Wα =− 14 DDe−A DαeA .
24The auxiliary field contribution to Tµν is ηµνV , where V is the usual scalar potential
V (C,z,z) =
1
2
HCT˜rD2 +Hzz f f .
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Notice that terms depending on HCz or HCz present in the lagrangian do not appear in the Belin-
fante tensor Tµν . If the superpotential vanishes, f = fX = 0.
Hence, the Belinfante tensor and the R˜ current with zero charge chiral superfields are partners
in the natural supercurrent structure.
4.3 The improved supercurrent structure
Suppose that we assign scale dimensions w and R–charges q to the chiral superfields Φ.25 The
behaviour of theory (4.13) under dilatations is controlled by two superfields:
∆(w) = wΦHΦ+wΦHΦ+2LˆHLˆ−2H (real),
∆˜(w) = wΦWΦ−3W (chiral).
(4.25)
Scale invariance is obtained if ∆(w) = ∆˜(w) = 0 for some w. Similarly, the variation under R is
controlled by
Ξ(q) = iq(ΦHΦ−ΦHΦ) (real),
Ξ˜(q) = qΦWΦ−3W = ∆˜(q) (chiral).
(4.26)
The R–current (4.23) indicates that chiral superfields in the natural structure (4.22) have zero
charge, Ξ(0) = 0, and the source superfields of this structure are then
X =−4
3
∆˜(0) =−
4
3
Ξ˜(0), χα =−
1
2
DDDα ∆(0). (4.27)
From theory (4.13), one easily deduces the dilatation current, expressed in terms of the Belinfante
tensor, and its divergence (using field equations). There is of course a virial current for the scalar
fields,
jDµ =−
1
2
[
∂
∂C
∆(0)
∣∣∣
θ=0
∂µC
]
+ xνTµν , (4.28)
and it is not a derivative in general: the linear superfield coupled to chiral fields opposes the exis-
tence of the CCJ tensor. But the virial current also cancels with scale invariance condition ∆(0) = 0.
For the natural structure, R–charges and scale dimensions of Φ vanish. We now wish to obtain
supercurrent structures for nonzero weights of Φ.
Applying to the natural structure (4.22) the superfield improvement transformation (3.14) with
G =−w
6
(HΦΦ+ΦHΦ), (4.29)
the chiral source superfield X becomes
X˜ =−4
3
∆˜(w)+
4
3
wWΦΦ− w6 DD(HΦΦ+ΦHΦ) (4.30)
25We suppress indices. The introduction of independent wi and qi for each irreducible component Φi is straightfor-
ward. The scale dimension of Lˆ is always w = 2: the dimension of Ω is canonical. The linear L contains a dimension-
three vector field εµνρσ∂ νbρσ which is transverse, ∂ µvµ = 0.
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or
X˜ =−4
3
∆˜(w)+
w
6
DD(HΦΦ−ΦHΦ) =−
4
3
∆˜(w)−
i
6
DDΞ(w) (4.31)
using the field equation of Φ. The resulting improved supercurrent structure is then
Dα˙ J˜αα˙ = Dα X˜ + χ˜α ,
J˜αα˙ = −2
[
(D α˙Φ)HΦΦ(DαΦ)−HLL(Dα˙ Lˆ)(Dα Lˆ)+2HLT˜r(Wαe−AW α˙eA )
]
−w3 [Dα ,Dα˙ ](HΦΦ+ΦHΦ),
X˜ = −43 ∆˜(w)+ w6 DD(HΦΦ−ΦHΦ),
χ˜α = −12 DDDα∆(w).
(4.32)
In the canonical Wess-Zumino model,H =ΦΦ, the supercurrent superfield reduces to
J˜αα˙ =
4
3
[(
w− 3
2
)
(Dα˙Φ)(DαΦ)− iw(σ µ)αα˙Φ
↔
∂µ Φ
]
(4.33)
with R–current
jµ =
(
w− 3
2
)
ψσµψ− iwz
↔
∂µ z, (4.34)
two results often used in the literature with canonical scale dimension or R–charge w = 1.
As required for superconformal invariance, the source superfields in structure (4.32) vanish if
two conditions are fulfilled. Firstly, scale invariance ∆(w) = ∆˜(w) = 0 and secondly that the theory
has a U(1) R–symmetry rotating Φ with charges q = w: w(HΦΦ−ΦHΦ) = 0. This second
condition is certainly fulfilled if H is a fonction of Lˆ and Y . If it is not verified, scale invariance
may not imply conformal invariance. A simple example is the Kähler potential K = 12(Φ
2Φ+Φ2Φ)
for a single chiral superfield: the CCJ energy-momentum tensor does not exist and scale invariance
with w = 2/3 does not imply conformal invariance. In Ĵαα˙ , the energy-momentum tensor Θµν is
related to the Belinfante tensor by the improvement
Θµν = Tµν − 16(∂µ∂ν −ηµν)w(Hzz+ zHz)
= Tµν − 13(∂µ∂ν −ηµν)wHyy, y = zz.
(4.35)
The virial current derived from the difference between the divergence of the dilatation current,
which is not in the supercurrent structure, and Θµµ is
V̂µ =−12
∂∆(w)
∂C
∂µC. (4.36)
It vanishes if ∆(w) = 0, i.e. if H has scale dimension two for scale dimensions w. Requiring the
existence of the CCJ energy-momentum tensor selects a particular class of functions H where
∂Lˆ∆(w) is a function of Lˆ only, for a choice of w:
H (Lˆ,Y ) =F1(Lˆ)+F2(Y )+I (Lˆ,Y ), wYIY + LˆIL =I . (4.37)
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The second equation indicates that the coupling of chiral to matter multiplets should have scale
dimension two, and the corresponding interaction terms should be scale invariant. For instance,
I (Lˆ,Y ) = LˆI˜ (X), X = Y Lˆ−w (4.38)
allows to find an energy-momentum tensor such that ∂ µ jDµ =Θµµ .
The supercurrent superfield Ĵαα˙ includes in its lowest component the current of the R trans-
formation with R charges 0 and w for Lˆ and Φ respectively. Gauginos, fermions ψ in Φ and χ in
L have chiral weights 3/2, w−3/2 and −3/2 respectively. Notice that w has been originally intro-
duced as the scale dimension ofΦ and it here also plays the role of an R charge. This is reminiscent
of the chirality condition in a superconformal theory, in which the scale dimension and the U(1)R
charge are identified. This R transformation combines R˜ and a U(1)Z non–R transformation acting
on Φ with charge w. The non-conservation equation for the vector superfield Z of U(1)Z is
DDZ = 4wWΦΦ− 12DD(wHΦΦ−wΦHΦ), Z =
1
2
(wHΦΦ+wΦHΦ). (4.39)
Acting with Dα , using identity (3.13) and the field equations immediately leads to the improvement
transformation (4.29) applied to the natural structure.
We may further improve the structure (4.32) to a Ferrara-Zumino supercurrent with χα = 0.
This second improvement would lead to a supercurrent depending on the superfield ∆(w),
Ĵαα˙ −→ Ĵαα˙ + 13 [Dα ,Dα˙ ]∆(w). (4.40)
The content of the supercurrent structure (4.32) is however more intuitive, with the lagrangian
superfield H defining the supercurrent superfield Ĵαα˙ and the scale- and R-breaking superfields
∆(w), ∆˜(w) and Ξ(w) defining the source superfields X̂ and χ̂α .
5. Anomalies and super-Yang-Mills theory
Consider now super-Yang-Mills theory described by an effective Wilson lagrangian LW,µ .
This local lagrangian is obtained schematically by functional integration of the super-Yang-Mills
lagrangian LSY M with a low-energy cutoff µ kept in the perturbative regime.26 With the linear
superfield used as gauge-coupling field, we have two gauge-invariant superfields, Lˆ and T˜rW W . In
principle, at two-derivative level,
Lµ =
∫
d2θd2θH (Lˆ)+
∫
d2θW (T˜rW W )+h.c. (5.1)
26The lagrangianLW,µ is then used to calculate amplitudes with µ as UV cutoff.
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Omitting fermionic terms27 generated by higher-order terms in T˜rW W , the superpotential reduces
to
A
4
∫
d2θ T˜rW W =
A
2
∫
d2θd2θ Lˆ (5.2)
up to a derivative ∂µ(. . .) and it can be absorbed in H . At two derivatives then, H only depends
on Lˆ.
We next identify the scalar C = Lˆ|θ=0 with the gauge coupling defined at some arbitrary scale
M:
C = m2g2(M), (5.3)
where the irrelevant mass scale m keeps track of the mass dimension two of C.28 As a consequence,
we use
LW,µ = m2
∫
d2θd2θH
(
Lˆ
m2
)
= m2HCLSY M + . . . (5.4)
and the natural supercurrent structure (4.22) reduces to
Dα˙Jαα˙ = DαX +χα ,
Jαα˙ = −4m2HLT˜r(Wαe−AW α˙eA )+2m2HLL(Dα˙ Lˆ)(Dα Lˆ),
X = 0, χα = m2DDDα(H − LˆHL).
(5.5)
It includes the Belinfante energy-momentum tensor and the U(1)R˜ current (4.23).
A perturbative expansion of the Wilson gauge coupling
1
g2W (µ)
= m2
∂H
∂C
= m2HC (5.6)
would indicate
H = ln Lˆ+∑
k≥1
ck
k
[
Lˆ
m2
]k
(5.7)
where the numbers ck are the k-loop corrections which depend on µ/M and on the physical cou-
pling g2(M). Notice that with this expansion, the quantum corrections to χα appear at two loops.
This however holds under the assumption that the quantum correction in H admits a power ex-
pansion around g2 = 0 and this is not what we will find. We are interested in a derivation ofH to
all orders using two arguments. Firstly, it is known that the µ–dependence of the Wilson coupling
stops at one-loop [18, 19]:
µ
d
dµ
1
g2W
=
b0
8pi2
, (5.8)
27Supersymmetric contributions which vanish in a bosonic backgound.
28Scale transformations act on C and not on m. But µ and M are actually energy or momentum scales on which scale
transformations act.
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where b0 = 3C(G) is the coefficient of the one-loop β function.29 This indicates that
H = ln Lˆ+
3C(G)
8pi2
ln
µ
M
Lˆ
m2
+Hpert.(Lˆ/m2),
1
g2W (µ)
=
1
g2W (M)
+
3C(G)
8pi2
ln
µ
M
,
1
g2W (M)
=
m2
C
+m2
∂
∂C
Hpert.(Lˆ/m2),
(5.9)
where the quantum correction Hpert. does not depend on µ . Secondly anomaly-matching in the
Wilson effective lagrangian. The outcome will be an algebraic derivation, from anomalies, of
the all-order β function for super-Yang-Mills theory originally obtained by Novikov, Shifman,
Vainshtein and Zakharov (NSVZ) [20] from instanton calculations of the gaugino condensate and
by Jones [21] using Ward identity arguments.
Quantum anomalies affect the chiral R˜–current and the trace of the energy-momentum tensor,
or the dilatation current. The U(1)R˜ transformation of the gaugino λα with charge q= 3/2 induces
a one-loop chiral R˜–gauge–gauge mixed anomaly: 30
∂ µ j(λ )µ =
1
16pi2
3
2
C(G) T˜rFµν F˜µν + . . . , j
(λ )
µ =
3
2
1
g2W (µ)
λσµλ . (5.10)
Since ∂ µ jµ = −32 Im fX in the supercurrent structure, the anomaly adds a quantum correction to
the chiral source superfield
X(anomaly) =−
1
8pi2
C(G) T˜rW W . (5.11)
Comparing with X˜ in (4.32), we can write
X(anomaly) =−
4
3
∆˜(anomaly), ∆˜(anomaly) =
3
32pi2
C(G) T˜rW W . (5.12)
And using the definition (4.25), the anomaly could be generated in an effective lagrangian with the
F–term superpotential
W(anomaly) =
1
32pi2
C(G) T˜rW W
[
ln T˜rW W −1
]
(5.13)
since T˜rW W has R˜–charge and scale dimension three.31 At the perturbative level, as earlier in-
dicated, the superpotential (5.13) is fermionic. When gauginos condensate, it gives rise to the
Veneziano-Yankielowicz superpotential [22]. Under a scale or R˜ transformation with parameters β
and α ,
δ
∫
d4x
∫
d2θW(anomaly)+h.c.=
3C(G)
32pi2
(β + iα)
∫
d4x
∫
d2θ T˜rW W +h.c. (5.14)
29And C(G) is the quadratic Casimir C(G)δ ab = f acd f bcd in terms of structure constants.
30Dots indicate terms needed by supersymmetry.
31Up to an arbitrary term linear in T˜rW W which would set its scale.
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This is precisely the variation induced by a formal rescaling µ→ eβ+iαµ of the Wilson scale in the
lagrangian defined by expression (5.9). In this sense, the one-loop correction toLW,µ is a one-loop
anomaly-matching term.
Supersymmetry relates the contributions of X(anomaly) to ∂ µ jµ and to T µµ :
∂ µ jµ =
3C(G)
32pi2
T˜rFµν F˜µν + . . . ←→ T µµ = 3C(G)8pi2 LSY M + . . . (5.15)
but the last equation is not the result predicted by the dilatation anomaly of a gaugino with scale
dimension 3/2,32
T µµ =
1
12pi2
3
2
C(G)LSY M + . . . (5.16)
Hence, there is a residual anomaly
T µµ − 3C(G)8pi2 LSY M =−
C(G)
4pi2
LSY M + . . . (5.17)
This residual anomaly must be compensated in the Wilson effective lagrangian by renormalization-
group invariance of the theory, in terms of the dependence on M or g2(M) or C.
We can now use the real Lˆ and the source superfield χ(anomaly)α for this cancellation mecha-
nism. We need
χ(anomaly)α =−
C(G)
8pi2
DDDα Lˆ. (5.18)
The last eq. (5.5) indicates that this contribution is generated by the anomaly counterterm
H(anomaly) =
C(G)
8pi2
Lˆ
m2
[
ln
Lˆ
m2
−1
]
, (5.19)
up to an arbitrary invariant linear term.33 This counterterm is the all-order correctionHpert. in the
effective lagrangian which is then defined by
m2H = m2 ln Lˆ+
3C(G)
8pi2
ln
µ
M
Lˆ+
C(G)
8pi2
[
Lˆ ln
Lˆ
m2
− Lˆ
]
. (5.20)
Hence, the presence of the gauge coupling superfield L takes care of the different values of the chiral
R˜ and T µµ anomalies, and produces the all-order correction Hpert.. In the lagrangian defined by
eq. (5.20), the Wilson gauge coupling is
1
g2W (µ)
=
m2
C
+
3C(G)
8pi2
ln
µ
M
+
C(G)
8pi2
ln
C
m2
=
1
g2(M)
+
3C(G)
8pi2
ln
µ
M
+
C(G)
8pi2
lng2(M),
1
g2W (M)
=
1
g2(M)
+
C(G)
8pi2
lng2(M).
(5.21)
32Gauginos are superpartners of gauge fields, their anomalous dimensions vanish.
33Which is a one-loop term, see eq. (5.7).
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Finally, since the reference energy scale M is arbitrary, the renormalization-group equation
M
d
dM
g2W (µ) = 0 (5.22)
leads to the β function
β (g2) = M
d
dM
g2(M) =
3C(G)
8pi2
[m4HCC]−1 =− g
4
8pi2
3C(G)
1− 18pi2 C(G)g2
(5.23)
with g2(M) = C/m2. Hence, the NSVZ β function (5.23) [20], with its two coefficients, follows
from the matching of the U(1)R˜ and dilatation anomalies and, in the Wilson effective lagrangian,
from the one-loop running which defines the Wilson coupling g2W . The important point is the
existence of two gauge-invariant superfields, the chiral T˜rW W , as usual, and the real L− 2Ω
which appears when the linear superfield is used as gauge coupling field. These two superfields
are in natural relation with the two anomaly superfields X and χα of the supercurrent structure.
Notice also that holomorphicity is entirely absent in this discussion ofN = 1 super-Yang-Mills, in
contrast withN = 2 with its Kähler scalar manifold. A similar line of reasoning can be followed to
derive the effective action for gaugino condensation, using both counterterms (5.13) and (5.19).34
In simple string compactifications to four dimensions with N = 1 supersymmetry, the lin-
ear multiplet L describes the dilaton and is then, naturally, the gauge coupling and loop-counting
superfield [17]. Its role in anomaly cancellation of Kähler anomalies [24] and in particular in the
derivation of heterotic gauge threshold corrections [25] has been established long ago. As a sequel,
in the framework of conformal supergravity, a (somewhat obscure) derivation from anomalies of
the NSVZ β function with the linear gauge coupling field has already been given in ref. [26]. In
this approach, the renormalization-group behaviour is the response of the theory to a rescaling
of the compensating field for dilatation symmetry [27, 28]. This section proposes a derivation in
the simpler framework of global N = 1 supersymmetry, based on similar arguments and using
supercurrent structures.
With constant gauge coupling, the all-order results (5.21) have been obtained by Shifman and
Vainshtein [18]. The importance and a calculation of the residual anomaly (5.17) for the NSVZ β
function has been given with much clarity by Arkani-Hamed and Murayama [29].
Strictly speaking, theory (5.4) does not have an axion: the helicity zero superpartner of C is
the antisymmetric tensor Bµν with gauge invariance δBµν = ∂µΛν −∂νΛµ and L only includes the
gauge-invariant curl
Hµνρ = 3∂[µBνρ]−ωµνρ . (5.24)
The antisymmetric tensor couples to the gauge Chern-Simons form ωµνρ and the effective la-
grangian does not have a perturbative dependence on a vacuum angle even if the gauge coupling
34See refs. [23, 7].
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has an all-order expansion. The antisymmetric tensor is dual to a pseudoscalar σ with axionic shift
symmetry and universal coupling
1
4
σ T˜rFµν F˜µν
for all functionsH : the quantum corrections toH appear in the kinetic lagrangian
−(HCC)−1 (∂µσ)(∂ µσ).
It is admissible to work with C and σ but the resulting chiral supermultiplet is not in a Kähler
basis and supersymmetry variations explicitly depend on the function H defining the lagrangian.
With H as given in expression (5.20), the Legendre transformation turning C into the standard
superpartner of σ in a kählerian chiral multiplet cannot be analytically solved and information
would be lost in an approximate treatment.
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